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ABSTRACT 

Predicting the required size and shape of the 
trunk network in the Bell System is a complex 
process involving the use of large quantities 
of data measuring current traffic levels, and 
the application of sophisticated algorithms to 
convert those data to future trunk requirements. 
The Trunk Forecasting System (TFS) is the tool 
currently used by most of the operating 
companies in the Bell System to accomplish this 
task. However, recent advances in forecasting 
methodology and the availability of point-to
point traffic measurements as a new data source 
have made it apparent that a system more powerful 
and comprehensive than TFS is required. At a 
minimum, the system should route point-to-point 
traffic, account for non-coincidence (over time) 
of network loads, shorten forecast intervals 
and reduce manual effort. These needs will be 
met by a Traffic Routing and Forecasting System 
(TRFS) now under development and the subject of 
this paper. 

TRFS differs in scope from its predecessors in 
that it determines not only the future required 
size of trunk groups but the location of new 
trunk groups as well, and thus change the 
topology of the network. TRFS is described 
here from the standpoint of its environment, 
need, features and future direction. For 
comparison purposes, TFS is described in some 
detail. Also described are the Trunk Records 
Management System and the Intelligent Entry 
System which support and provide user access to TRFS. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Bell System message (non-private) trunk 
network contains over 11,000 switching systems 
connected by 7,500.,000 trunks arranged in 
400,000 separate trunk groups. The general 
growth of telephone use, changing demography 
and calling patterns, and the replacement of 
older switching systems by newer more versatile 
ones result in the need to reconfigure the 
network on an ongoing basis, by changing the 
size of existing trunk groups, establishing 
new groups where warranted, and rerouting 
traffic accordingly. To achieve this 
reconfiguration requires a construction 
program for the Bell System which, for the 
message trunk network alone, exceeds $3.5 
billion each year. with such large capital 
outlays involved, significant ~ttentio~ ~rom 
the standpoint of data collect1on, adm1n1s
tration and engineering procedures is 
devoted'to the process that determines what 
the construction program should be. 

For the message trunk network, the "trunk 
forecast" is the majcir vehicle by which the 
construction program needs are communicated. 
A trunk forecast is a specification, by future 
date, of where trunk groups should exist in 
the network and how many trunks should be 
present in each group. prod~cing a trunk 
forecast in the Bell System 1S a complex 
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undertaking. It involves the collection and 
use of large quantities of data measuring 
current traffic levels and the application of 
sophisticated algorithms to convert those data 
to future trunk requirements. Complicating 
the process is the fact that the ownership of 
the network and the responsibility for producing 
the forecast is divided among the 21 operating 
telephone companies that comprise the Bell 
System. Thus, from raw traffic measurements 
to final forecast, the coordinated efforts of 
hundred of people are required. 

To minimize the effort, the forecast process 
has become increasingly mechanized over the 
years, as each operating company developed its 
own computer based forecasting system. In the 
late 1960's these individual efforts were 
redirected toward developing a single fore
casting tool that would satisfy the needs of 
all the companies. The result was the Trunk 
Forecasting System (TFS)l now operational in 
~ost of the Bell System. 

2. THE TRUNK FORECASTING SYSTEM (TFS) 

TFS is a module of a larger administrative and 
engineering tool kn~wn as the Total Network 
Data System (TNDS). Separate installations 
of TNDS (and hence TFS) are present in each Bell 
System company. The functions of TNDS include 
(1) the collection and repackaging of traffic 
measurement data on the components of the net
work (trunks and switching system equipment) , 
(2) the determination of how best to allocate 
existing network components to handle current 
traffic levels, and (3) the determination of 
where to augment the network to handle estimated 
future demand. The modules of TNDS with which 
TRFS interact include the Trunk Servicing System 
(TSS) and Common Update (CU), as shown in 
Figure 1. 
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TSS receives trunk group measurements from the 
Traffic Data Administration System (TDAS), 
another module of TNDS. In addition to 
computing current trunk requirements for the 
existing network, TSS produces, for each group, 
CCS (hundred call-seconds) loads that are input 
to TFS. The loads are representative of the 
base (current) year and define the level of 
traffic offered to each group and overflowed 
off each high-usage group. (A high-usage 
group is a trunk group that is designed to 
re-route blocked calls onto other groups). 
Common Update, · via user inputs, maintains a 
record base supportive of TSS, TFS and other 
TNDS modules. A single installation of TNDS 
in the Bell System supports a forecast of from 
4000 to more than 100,000 trunk groups 
depending on the using operating company. 

TFS itself performs the following functions: 

(1) Growth Factor Computation. For each 
switching system, the forecaster enters 
growth data, via Common Update. The 
growth data are usually in the form of 
main station (MS) and CCS/MS and may 
represent all customers served by the 
switching system, or a subset of the 
customers according to telephone 
prefix (NXX) or class of service, e.g., 
coin, residence. The growth data are 
entered by year to cover the base year 
and each future year for which a trunk 
forecast is required. TFS computes 
growth factors for each switching 
system or subset by (a) mUltiplying 
the MS and CCS/MS to produce CCS and 
(b) dividing each future CCS value by 
the corresponding base value. 

(2) Network Disassembly. Using the base 
loads output from TSS, TFS computes 
first route loads (loads containing no 
overflow) by subtracting overflow CCS 
values from the offered load values of 
the groups receiving the overflow. To 
do this, TFS requires a manual speci
fication of the alternate route for 
each high usage trunk group, and an 
estimated percent of the overflow that 
each leg of the alternate route 
receives. 

(3) Projection. TFS computes future first 
route loads by (a) computing projection 
ratios for each trunk group for each 
future year, and (b) multiplying the 
projection ratios by the first route 
loads output from the Disassembly 
process. The projection ratios are 
created by substituting the previously 
computed growth factors into a formula 
selected for each trunk group by the 
forecaster. Several formulas are 
available, each accounting for the 
growth of a trunk group load as a 
function of the growth of the group's 
end-points. For example, ~f the formula 
(A+Z)/2 were selected for a trunk group, 
the group's loads would be grown at a 
rate which is the average of the 
originating end (A-end) of the group 
and the terminating end (Z-end), as 
determined by A's and Z's growth 
factors. 

(4) Sizing. The sizing process begins with 
the addition or subtraction of traffic 
transfer CCS values from the future 
first route loads output from Projec
tion. Transfer loads are used to 

account for the fact that the network is 
not static and that rehomes, reroutes 
ind new or deleted groups require adjust
lents to trunk group loads that cannot 
)e accounted for in the projection 
process. Transfer loads are manually 
input by the forecaster. After the 
transfers are applied, TFS computes the 
required sizes of trunk groups beginning 
with primary high-usage groups (those 
high-usage groups that receive no over
flow), computes overflows, and associates 
the overflows with groups in the alter
nate routes. This operation is repeated 
with each alternate route group after 
its offered load (made up of its first 
route load and received overflows) is 
computed. The process by which the 
offered load of groups receiving over
flow is derived is known as "assembly" 
and is the inverse of the disassemblv 
Drocess described above. Groups which 
~leither receive nor offer overflow 
are sized separately. 

Imbedded in the sizing process is the 
determination of where new trunk groups 
are warranted, using the TFS construct 
known as a "pseudo group." Associated 
with a base year first route load, a 
pseudo group is a record created by the 
forecaster to indicate where a potential 
new group may exist at some future date. 
To fully test all new trunk group 
possibilities, thousands of pseudo groups 
should be created; the practical 
limitations, however, of deriving a 
base year load for each group and 
manually specifying all the necessary 
·parameters limit the number of pseudos 
created to a small subset of those 
possible. After projecting its first 
route load, the sizing process calculates 
required trunks for the pseudo group 
and determines whether a .minimurn-trunk
group-size threshold is exceeded. If 
so, the pseudo group is retained as a 
planned group (one which will appear in 
the trunk forecast in a future forecast 
year). If not, the pseudo group's first 
route loads are redistributed onto 
existing groups specified by the fore
caster so that the traffic associated 
with the pseudo group is not lost. 

TFS and Common Update together have 
several record analysis functions that 
guarantee the integrity of the records used 
at various points in the process. These 
include: (1) Common Update analysis which 
performs field edits and intra-record 
validation on all inputs to CU, (2) Growth 
Factor Analysis (GFA) which performs inter
record validations on CU records needed 
for growth factor computation, and (3) 
Circuit Group Analysis (CGA) , similar to 
GFA for records needed by disassembly, 
projection and sizing. 

To produce a trunk forecast with TFS and CU, 
all of the functions described aoove must be 
exercised with frequent manual intervention 
to ensure that the process is progressing 
satisfactorily. The sequencing of these 
functions in a typical forecast production 
run is shown in Figure 2. 
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The ra'i:ionale for this sequence is as follmvs ; 

(1) A run of CU and GFA is needed to establish 
or correct the record base for this fore
cast view. 

(2) CU is run to correct the GFA errors detec
ted. 

(3) CU is run to remove any new input errors 
resulting from the GFA correction, GFA is 
run to freeze the corrected data base, 
and growth factors are computed. 

(4) CU and CGA are run to accept growth 
factor revisions and identify any 
remaining interrecord errors. 

(5) CU is run to correct the CGA errors 
detected. 

(6) CU is run to remove any new input errors 
resulting from the CGA correction, CGA 
freezes the latest, corrected data base, 
and a forecast is produced. 

Allowing for the transmission of intermediate 
reports to the forecasters and their analysis, 
the sequence above requires about three 
months to complete. 

3. THE NEED FOR A NEW FORECASTING SYSTEM 

As much as TFS has improved trunk forecasting 
in the Bell System, recent advances in the 
areas of data, engineering procedures, and 
computer technology now indicate that a more 
powerful and more comprehensive system than 
TFS is desirable and possible. 

First, point-to-point traffic measurements 
are available as a new data source that could 
complement and perhaps ultimately replace 
trunk group loads as the principal data on 
which the forecast is based. Point-to-point 
measurements quantify the level of traffic 
between switching system pairs whether or not 
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physical trunk groups exist between the .pairs. 

A fundamental characteristic of point-to-point 
data is that it is invariant under a change of 
network configuration or routing. This property 
(lacking in trunk group data) makes point-to
point data a powerful tool for all forecasting 
functions. 

The use of point-to-point data has ramifications 
throughout the forecasting process: (1) In 
disassembly and assembly, point-to-point data 
could be used to divide trunk group overflow 
loads into point-to-point components; these 
could then be associated with point-to-point 
alternate routes (distinct from trunk group 
alternate routes) for a more exact tracking 
of overflow in the network. (2) When the 
network configuration changes due to reroutes 
and rehomes, point-to-point traffic could be 
used to account for the shifts in load on 
existing trunk groups, shifts that TFS handles 
via manual traffic transfers. (3) Most signi
ficantly, point-to-point loads could form the 
basis for the generation of new trunk groups, 
replacing the largely manual pseudo group 
methods of TFS. A requirement for point-to
point data processing is a formal routing 
discipline that would specify which trunk 
groups form the route for each point-to-point 
item. Such a discipline has recently been 
developed. The discipline permits the construc
tion and augmentation of the 5-1eve1 hierarchical 
network characteristic of the Bell System in 
the most economical way. 

In the area of engineering procedures, a sig
nificant advance is the development of a linear 
program which determines the sizes of trunk 
groups to account, in a more precise way than 
previously, for non-coincidence of busy hours 
within a single overflow network. Known as 
the multihour engineering method3, this approach 
will result in a substantial reduction in 
construction program requirements. 

Advances in computer technology point to a 
third improvement area. As demonstrated by 
Figure 2, the forecast process with CU and 
TFS may last several months due largely to the 
time consumed by data base preparation, record 
analysis functions, and a system architecture 
that assumes minimal overlap of unrelated 
processes, (e.g., growth factor computation 
and disassembly). Much has been learned from 
the creation and enhancement of TFS, and, 
coupled with the new hardware and software 
techniques, major gains in efficiency over 
TFS and reduction in manual interaction are 
now achievable. 

These advances and numerous other improvements 
are being incorporated in a Traffic Routing 
and Forecasting System (TRFS) now under 
development and the successor to TFS. TRFS is 
designed to operate on an IBM 370/158 or 
compatible computer. TRFS differs in scope 
from TFS in that it determines not only the 
required size of trunk groups in the future, 
but, with minimal forecaster input, the 
location of new trunk groups as well. Further
more, while TFS mechanizes a process which had 
been performed manually, TRFS contains procedures 
that would be extremely difficult to perform 
in a manual mode. This distinction has broad 
implications on the role of the network 
designer. The remainder of this paper is 
devoted to a discussion of the major features 
of TRFS. 

4. A TRAFFIC ROUTING AND FORECASTING SYSTEM 

Compared with TFS, TRFS has the same under
lying approach: receive as input (or develop) 
a set of CCS loads that describe the nature 
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of traffic flow in t,he network during the 
current (base year), project those loads to 
each future year using externally developed 
MS and CCS/MS forecasts, and determine the 
required size and configuration of the network 
to m7et the projected demand at objective 
serV1ce levels. The differences between the 
two systems appear in the subfunctions that 
support this process: the pervasive use of 
point-to-point data, mechanized route deter
mination, multihour engineering, more 
sophisticated assembly and disassembly proce
dures, and a new relationship with data base 
support functions incorporated in a Trunk 
Records Management System (TRMS) to be des
cribed later. We begin with a discussion of 
each subfunction of TRFS shown in Figure 3; 
these fall in two broad divisions of the over
all process, Base Development and Forecast 
Development. 

f 
BASE 
DEVELOPMENT 

FORECAST 

OEV{"'ENT 

Figure 3 

4.1 BASE DEVELOPMENT 

For a single installation of TRFS as many as 
30 million trunk group hourly mea~urements 
and 300 million point-to-point hourly measure
ments may be taken annually. The large majority 
of these data are for hours which are not peak 
traffic hours ("busy hours") and since the 
engineering process focuses on b~sy hours 
may be discarded. Nonetheless, all hours'of 
data must be collected since it is not known 
in advance which hours will be peak. The Base 
Development functions of TRFS are concerned 
with reducing this large volume of traffic 
measurements c~l~ected to a subset representing 
busy hour cond1t1ons, and converting the data 
to a consistent form useful for Forecast 
Development. 

4.1.1 DEVELOP POINT-TO-POINT FIRST ROUTE LOADS 

This function receives as input point-to-point 
hourly measurements, in the form of number of 
completed c~lls and conversation CCS averaged 
~ver 20 bus1ness days, and adjusts them to 
1nclude non-7onversion ho~ding time. The output 
are,called !1rst rout~ p01nt-to-point loads, 
des1gnated Fi. Each Fi represents traffic 
b7tw7en ~ pair of switching systems, perhaps 
d1st~ngu~shed by class-of-service. The major 
source for these data today is the Centralized 
Message Data System (CMDS) which contains a 5% 
sam~le of all billed telephone traffic. For a 
typ1cal installation of TRFS using CMDS data 
fi~st route,loads would be developed for all' 
(b~lled~ po~n~-to-point items which originate 
or term1nate 1n the operating company. The Fi 
would be developed monthly or as frequently 
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as the CMDS data is collected. The Fi are not 
yet reduced in number; all input hours are 
retained. 

4.1.2 DEVELOP TRUNK GROUP FIRST ROUTE LOADS 

This function is the analog to the disassembly 
process of TFS. It receives as input the Pi 
output from Develop Point-to-Point First Route 
Loads and, from TSS, trunk group offered loads 
and trunk group overflow loads. The trunk 
group loads are hourly, averaged over 20 
business days. For each high-usage group, 
for each Pi offered to the group, and for each 
hour of data available, the process first 
computes point-to-point overflow loads, by 
prorating the trunk group overflow load accor
ding to the ratio of the Pi to the trunk group 
offered load. The point-to-point overflows 
are then subtracted from the offered loads of 
the alternate route trunk groups. The remain
ders, after all subtractions, are trunk group 
first route loads, designated Pg. This function 
is performed monthly, or as frequently as 20-
day averages of trunk group loads are computed 
by TSS and passed to TRFS. As with the com
putation of Pi, no attempt is made yet to 
reduce the number of Pg; all values are retained. 

4.1.3 SELECT BASE LOADS 

In order to take advantage of non-coincidence 
of busy hours in overflow networks, the multi
hour engineering algorithms of TRFS require 
that representative trunk group and point-to
point loads be present for broad subdivisions 
of the day and year known as "load set periods" 
(LSP's). A typical set of LSP's, established 
by the company, would be formed by subdividing 
the day into morning, afternoo~ and evening 
periods for each calendar quarter, for a total 
of 12 LSP's over the year. For each LSP, base 
loads are selected as follows: · TSS provides 
the loads of all network clusters (final groups 
plus the high-usage groups that contribute 
overflow to the final). From these the peak 
hour for each cluster (called the cluster busy 
hour) for each LSP is defined. For each trunk 
group and point-to-point item, the highest 
load corresponding to a cluster busy hour, of 
the (at least two) clusters it is associated 
with, is selected. Tgis is the base load for 
the LSP, designated Pg for trunk groups and p9 
for point-to-point items. 1 

The Select Base Load function may be run as 
often as Pi and Pg are received for a complete 
LSP (typically quarterly), but at least as 
often as the base year is redefined. To this 
point in the process, a comparison with TFS 
reveals a major distinction: TFS receives only 
a subset of trunk group loads from TSS, already 
based, and disassembles only that subset. TRFS 
receives all trunk group loads from TSS, dis
assembles the full, unreduced set and selects 
base loads after disassembly. A more accurate 
base selection with TRFS, eliminating the 
obscuring effects of overflow inclusion, is 
thus achieved. 

4.1.4 RESTRUCTURE BASE LOADS 

The loads output from the previous function 
reflect the configuration of the network at 
the time the measurements were taken. In 
particular, the effects of traffic transfers 
and rehomes that occur during the base year 
will be included in some of the loads of given 
trunk groups and point-to-point items but 
usually not in all loads. In order to track 
properly the base year pattern of busy and slack 
periods into the forecast years, it's necessary 
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· -b-b to adJust those Fg and Fi affected by base year 
traffic transfers and rehomes so that they 
represent a consistent definition of included 
traffic over the whole year. The Restructure 
Ba~e Loads !gnction produces that consistency. 
US1ng some Fi (those that quantify the magnitude 
of transfers o~ rehomfis), the process will 
modify other F1 and Fg so that consistent loads 
are achieved. A second major function of 
Restructure Base Loads is the creation of new 
Ff to allow for the processing of futuE5 
traffic transfers, where the existing F. do not 
cover a transfer situation or are preseAt at 
too aggregated a level. New F9 are created for 
these cases by prorating the a~ailable F~ and 
Fb through the use of forecaster stated1 

p~rcentages. Restructure Base Loads is run 
immediately after Select Base Loads. 

4.2 FORECAST DEVELOPMENT 

To this point in the process, the large number 
of traffic measurements collected have been 
converted to first route loads, reduced to base 
loads, restructured to match a static definition 
of the network over the base year, and augmented 
to allow for processing future traffic transfers. 
The remainder of TRFS, Forecast Development, is 
concerned with predicting how the network 
should evolve over succeeding years. The 
functions of Forecast Development described 
below are typically run as a sequence from 
two to four times a year. 

4.2.1 COMPUTE FUTURE FIRST ROUTE LOADS 

This function is analogous to the Projection 
process of TFS. The development of projection 
ratios from office growth factors and the 
application of the ratios to base loads is the 
same as in TFS. The chief difference lies in 
the fact that TRFS must project point-to-point 
loads as well as trunk group loads. Since 
some Ff may overlap the F~, a determination 
is made of where overlap Occurs and, where 
detected, a substitution of the future 
point-to-point load component into the trunk 
group load is made so that the loads are 
grown consistently. The choice of projection 
formula is reduced to favor only (A+Z)/2 in 
most instances. Manually stated projection 
ratios and automatic compounding of a first
year projection ratio are available for 
cases where projection by substitution of 
growth factors is inappropriate. Future 
year LSP boundaries are constrained to be 
identical to those in the base year and a 
base LSP load is projected only to the 
corresponding LSP of each future year. The 
output are future first route loads, 
designated Frand F§. 

4.2.2 IDENTIFY CANDIDATE TRUNK GROUPS 

From the standpoint of reducing manual effort 
and improving the timely augmentation of the 
network with new trunk groups, this function 
is perhaps the most significant advance over 
TFS, replacing its pseudo group processing. 
Candidates for new trunk groups are identified 
by first routing point-to-point items between 
switching systems where no connecting groups 
exist. If the accumulated FI for the items 
between a given pair of switches exceed a 
minimum load threshold, then a candidate trunk 
group is proposed. If not, the items are 
aggregated between switches higher in the 
network where the minimum threshold test is 
made again. The process by which the items 
are routed and aggregated is governed by a 
routing discipline which attempts to route 
traffic as low in the network as possible, 
using as few switches as possible. Candidate 
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groups are listed for forec a ster re i vew a nd 
may be deleted, or new ones added , p rior to the 
sizing process. 

4.2 . 3 ASSEHBLE LOADS AND SIZE TRUNK GROUPS 

This is similar to the sizing pro c es s of TFS , 
with the following ma jor distinct ions: 

(1) Candidate trunk groups are si zed and 
submitted to a second thresho l d t est, b a sed 
on minimum group size. If the threshold 
is exceeded, the candida!~ is retained as 
a planned group and the FI components of 
its load are tra nsferred off the appropriate 
existing g roups. If not, the candidate is 
abandoned for this forecast run. 

(2) Traffic transfers (other than those 
associated with candidate g roups) are 
handled automatically by adding or sub
tracting the appropriate Ft from the 
affected grou9s. 

(3) Multihour sizing of trunk groups is used 
in place of a sizing process that focuses 
on a single, pre-selected (and sometimes 
insignificant) hour. As a byproduct of 
the LSP construct of multihour, the 
required month for implementation of the 
forecast is determined automatically. 
Thus, the "demand" forecast output by 
TRFS is made similar to a more cost
effective "administered" forecast (one 
that accounts for the costs of implementing 
the network changes implied by the fore
cast) . 

(4) Point-to-point alternate routes are used 
to track point-to-point overflow loads 
in an "assembly" process that is the 
inverse to the process forming the basis 
of Develop Trunk Group First Route Loads 
above. 

4 . 3 THE TRUNK RECORDS t1ANAGEt-1ENT SYSTEH (TRl'1S) 

TRFS requires a companion record base support 
system, the Trunk Records Management System 
(TRl'-1S). Like CU, TRMS is intended to be run 
weekly and supports both TRFS and TSS. Unlike 
CU, TRMS performs several functions in addition 
to storing and editing user input. Except for 
~ts Intelligent Entry System function (described 
later), TRMS is designed to operate on an IBH 
370/158 or equivalent computer. The major 
functions of TRMS are shown in Figure 4. A 
brief description of these functions follows. 

4.3.1 TRUNK RECORDS UPDATE (TRU) 

TRU is the' analog to CU. It receives inputs 
from trunk forecasters and servicers via the 
Intelligent Entry System described later, 
performs intra- and inter-record analysis, 
and maintains the record base. 

4.3.2 GROT-vTH FACTOR COHPUTATION 

h'ith TRFS, grm"th {actor computation is no 
longer an "in-line" forecasting function. As 
part of Tru~S, growth factor computation occurs 
weekly, as data is input, so that with each 
run the most-up-to-date set ef growth factors 
is available for access by the Compute Future 
First Route Loads function. This avoids the 
bottleneck in TFS that results from the 
comoutation of all growth factors just 
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before they are used in projection. 
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4.3.3 NETWORK ROUTE IDENTIFICATION (NRI) 

NRI is the process that provides TRFS with 
point-to-point first routes, point-to-point 
alternate routes, and trunk group alternate 
routes, and it passes to TSS the definition 
of groups contained in network clusters. As 
with Identify Candidate Groups NRI has as its 
basis the routing discipline. Virtually all 
TRFS functions require access to the routing 
records of TRMS maintained by NRI. A major 
advantage over TFS is achieved by NRI since 
it obviates the need for the manual spec
ification of trunk group alternate routes, 
the routes for redistribution of loads 
associated with pseudo groups, and the routes 
associated with traffic transfers. 

4.3.4 INTELLIGENT ENTRY SYSTEM (IES) 

The IES replaces the batch-card input system of 
CU with minicomputer based terminals. Some 
on-line validations via key-field tables stored 
with the minicomputer are performed, though the 
IES is not a full on-line system since it does 
not have query capability of the complete TRMS 
record base. 

The structure of the input and record analysis 
functions of the IES and TRU result in a sub
stantial reduction in the interval needed to 
produce a forecast. As seen from Figure 2, a 
forecast with TFS requires several runs of 
Growth Factor Analysis and Circuit Group 
Analysis. These are batch, in-line functions 
which, when coupled with separate runs of CU 
to correct the errors detected, result in a 
lengthy forecast cycle. With TRMS/TRFS there 
are no comparable in-line analysis functions 
and all validations are performed either in 
real-time via the IES or in the batch TRU 
process, part of a weekly run of TRMS. 

4.4 A TYPICAL FORECAST RUN WITH TRFS 

Figure 5 shows a typical sequence of the functions 
described above in producing a forecast with TRMS 
and TRFS. 
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Explanation of Figure 5: 
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RESTRUCTURE 
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LOADS 

(1) A run of TRMS is needed to es~ablish the 
record base for this forecast view and 
detect any new interrecord errors. 

(2) TRMS is run to correct the errors. Base 
loads may be selected for the latest LSP's 
(optional, if the base year is not changed 
from the last forecast view). This may 
include a final run of Develop Point-to
Point First Route Loads and Develop Trunk 
Group First Route Loads if the latest 
input data had not already been processed. 

(3) TRMS is run to accept revisions to the 
base loads, future loads are computed, and 
candidate groups are identified. 

(4) TRMS is run to accept candidate group 
revisions and a forecast is produced. 

Compared with TFS and Figure 2, TRFS and TRMS 
require about one-third less time to complete 
the process. 

5. TRFS IN TRANSITION 

To guide the evolution of TRFS beyond its 
initial set of capabilities, an enhancement 
list has been formed and future configurations 
of the system have been tentatively identified. 
Some of the major enhancements planned are: 

(1) Se~uential Projection Algorithm (SPA)4. 
Th~s feature will replace the current 
projection method with one based on 
Kalrnan filter prediction theory. Included 
are procedures for detecting outlier data, 
accepting exogenous changes to base loads, . 
and restarting the forecast. 
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(2) Trunk Implementation Plan (TIP). TIP 
provides a schedule of trunk augments and 
disconnects with reflect the "demand" 
forecast, forecast uncertainty, expense 
and capital costs, trunks in service, 
and facility availability. By so doing, 
the costs of administering the forecast 
are properly accounted for. 

(3) Expanded Point-to-Point Data Sources. This 
feature provides accumulation procedures at 
the TRFS front end for point-to-point data 
collected at electronic end offices. Such 
data will augment CMDS ' and allow the 
point-to-point processing of TRFS to 
apply more fully to local and metropolitan 
networks. 

(4) Dynamic Non-Coincident Routing (DNR). This 
feature supplements the stat1c, hIerarchical 
routing discipline currently imbedded in 
TRFS with time-sensitive, more flexible 
routing procedures. These will result in 
providing minimum cost networks between 
Stored Program Controlled switches. 
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